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Quick Response (up to $2k): 

 

Fall of Kabul Anniversary Vigil 2022 - Light Sound Art Film - $2k 

In recognition of the one-year anniversary of the fall of Kabul and those currently 

living under the Taliban regime, a selection of photographs of Afghanistan from 

Muzafar Ali’s archive were projected onto a large screen in Victoria Square. Local 

community groups attended the installation and joined in a vigil for Afghanistan. 

Muzafar and many other community leaders spoke at the event; including Arman 

Abrahimzadeh OAM, Besmellah Rezaee of Baba Mazari foundation, artist Elyas 

Alavi and Brad Chilcott of Welcoming Australia. 

300 people attended the event of which over 30% were city residents.  

“A very moving vigil in Adelaide last night marking 1 year since the Taliban 

takeover. Thank you to @MuzafAli for sharing his wonderful photographs, 

reminding us of a different time in Afghanistan, and to all the speakers who shared 

spoke of loss, grief and also hope.” 

Anna Ziersch, Event Attendee 

 

Fall of Kabul Event 2022. Photo credit: Muzafar Ali 
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SA Inline Titles 2023 – Jesse Renshaw - $2k 

The SA Inline Titles were held at the new City of Adelaide Skate Park on the 4th of 

March 2023. The event drew interstate visitors and promoted physical activity, 

community connections and volunteering. Competitions included: Open Street, 

Open Bowl, AMS Street, Bladies Street, OG Street, and Best Trick. 

70 people attended the event with 20 estimated to be City of Adelaide residents. 

“What a privilege it was to host such an amazing event. The positivity in our scene 

is off the charts and there’s no question everyone went above and beyond to make 

this event happen. I’m so thankful to be a part of this family and can’t wait to see 

what else is in store for 2023!.” 

Jesse Renshaw, Event Manager 

 

 

SA Inline Titles participants. Photo credit: Jesse Renshaw 
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Festival of the Flowers 2022 - Adelaide Telangana Association - $1.5k 

On Saturday the 1st of October 2022, the Adelaide Telangana Association hosted 

the annual Festival of the Flowers event in Elder Park. This was a free, family 

friendly event that celebrated and strengthened multicultural diversity in the City of 

Adelaide.  

Music performances supported the colourful flower displays and Indian food. The 

event also promoted respect towards women and young girls.  

400 people attended the event of which 50% were estimated to be city residents.  

 

 

Festival of the Flowers 2022. Photographer: Manoher Katta. 
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Restart a Heart - Council of Ambulance Authorities - $2k 

Restart a Heart Campaign’s aim is to improve the survival rate of out of hospital 

cardiac arrests. The best chance of survival is a witness knowing the signs of a 

cardiac arrest and knowing what to do. This event educated members of the 

community on what to do if someone has a cardiac arrest. So that if they become 

a cardiac arrest bystander, they are able to give the patient lifesaving intervention. 

The event attendees were educated on how to identify a cardiac arrest, calling 

triple zero, performing CPR, locating a defibrillator, and using the deliberator to 

provide timely lifesaving treatment. 

200 people actively participated in the event in Rundle Mall.  

“I recently lost my husband to a cardiac arrest, thank you for the work you are 

doing. It is really important everyone knows CPR.”- Event Attendee 

“I now feel more confident that I would know what to do if someone's heart stops”. 

- Event Attendee 

 

The Restart a Heart Team with Nat Cook MP, South Australian Parliamentary Member for 

Hurtle Vale and Minister for Human Services. Photographer: Zane Butterfield. 
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Community Impact Grants ($2k - $25k): 

Indofest Adelaide 2023  – Australian-Indonesian Association of South 

Australia - $10k 

Indofest Adelaide is a festival dedicated to celebrating Indonesian culture that is 

held biennially. The event was held at Pinky Flat, Adelaide in May 2023. It offered 

free entry for visitors.  

Indofest-Adelaide 2023 presented authentic Indonesian delicacies, traditional 

dance, music, and souvenirs such as artworks and crafts for attendees. The event 

offered the opportunity for the Indonesian community in Adelaide to come together 

& celebrate all things Indonesian, while Adelaide residents learnt more about the 

Indonesian traditional culture.  

The number of people who attended Indofest Adelaide 2023 was 2,327, while 

most of the attendees indicated that they wanted to visit the festival again in the 

future.  

“It was a great experience to attend the festival and have a taste of the food and 

culture of Indonesia. The surrounding areas and location of the festival were 

beautiful as well and added to the experience.”  

- Event Attendee 

 

Kawanua, performing a traditional dance from the origins of North Sulawesi titled the 

"Maengket" dance. 
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Inland Water Safety Education and Capacity Building in Adelaide – Royal 

Life Saving Society SA - $20k 

The project provided water safety education and swimming lessons to the CALD 

community, resulting in the development of new, talented, and multicultural 

accredited Swim Teachers. During the initial weeks, participants had the 

opportunity to practice various swimming strokes and acquire new techniques to 

enhance their knowledge and prepare them for a career as swim teachers.  

Subsequently, the program incorporated a blend of practical and theoretical 

components, covering swim teaching methodologies, rescue techniques, and CPR 

training. An impressive 43 participants successfully completed both the theory and 

practical components, thereby graduating from the program.  

"Sometimes you get way more than what you pay for! When enrolling in this 

course, I was definitely not expecting that for just 18 AUD I was going to be able to 

learn skills that would last a lifetime and give me the opportunity to get my foot in 

the door into a totally new industry…. During classes and group practices, I had 

the chance to exchange experiences and build friendships with other participants 

from different parts of the world. In addition, not only have I acquired the 

knowledge and aptitude that will enable me to save my own and others’ lives, 

what's more, I have recently been offered a job position as a Swim Instructor once 

I finish my supervised training hours. So, a new hobby, new friends, and 

potentially a new career in a new Country…, this certainly was a life-changing 

experience for me!" - Alvaro Vazques Etchesurri 
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Uluru Statement from the Heart – ‘A Deeper Understanding’ featuring 

keynote speaker Noel Pearson - Australia Day Council of South Australia - 

$10,000 

The Australia Day Council of South Australia was excited to present this 

extraordinary evening of inspiration, enlightenment to assist in raising community 

understanding of the Uluru Statement from the Heart. 

1000 people attended this sold-out event at Adelaide Town Hall to witness the 

transformative impact of the Uluru Statement from the Heart. It was an honour to 

have esteemed keynote speaker, Noel Pearson, grace the attendees with his 

profound wisdom and impassioned words. 

Noel’s powerful address received a standing ovation and was followed by a rich 

and informative panel discussion comprising of South Australian First Nations 

Leaders Tanya Hosch, Executive General Manager of Inclusion and Social Policy 

at the Australian Football League – SA State Recipient Australian of the Year 

2021, Commissioner for First Nations Voice Dale Agius and Arrin Hazelbane 

General Manager of Aboriginal Practice and Services, Communities and Justice in 

the Department of Human Services. 

“The whole event was brilliantly conceived, by having the great Noel Pearson as 

the key speaker, followed by a combination of other speakers including SA 

Commissioner Dale Agius and others to explain the SA Voice. Kirstie Parker as 

MC was excellent. The delightful musical number was a sparkling moment.” – 

Event Attendee 

 
Noel Pearson's Key Note at the Uluru Statement from the Heart 
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Community Infrastructure Grants (up to $100k) 

Permeable Fence to Community Garden at Mary Lee Park (Park 27B) - 

$19,752 

This project built a Wattle&Wire split pale fence to provide a 1.5 m high barrier 

around a large portion of the Park Terrace Community Garden (PTCG). The 

PTCG had fallen into disrepair through plant and crop theft and vandalism. The 

new fence is permeable and complements the natural environment. It has 2 

smaller wheelchair accessible entrance gates as well as a large gate for 

vehicle/delivery access.  

The generous grant and support from the City of Adelaide allowed us to commit to 

rejuvenating the garden as well as our membership which is now drawn from a 

wider community. It has also enabled us to garner tangible support from the 

surrounding business community.  

- Jim Robinson, Committee Member and Chair 

 

 
New Fence at Park Terrace Community Garden 2022 

 


